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	Transitioning to Swift, 9781484204078 (1484204077), Apress, 2014

	Developing apps for Apple’s broadening platform of devices is an exciting topic these days. Apple created the Swift programming language to build state-of-the-art apps using the latest Apple technologies.


	In this 200-page book, author Scott Gardner articulates the similarities and differences between traditional Objective-C based programming and Swift, revealing what you need to know from syntax changes to emerging best practices and paradigm shifts, to write powerful, expressive, and flexible code in Swift.


	Written at a brisk pace and in a methodical style, you'll learn how to apply your Objective-C skills to successfully transition to programming in Swift.


	In this book, you'll learn:


	• What is Swift and how does it compare to Objective-C


	• How to become proficient in Swift by leveraging your existing Objective-C skills


	• How to take advantage of new capabilities in Swift


	• What are the emerging best practices in Swift programming


	Transitioning to Swift reaches out to all developers who are interested in creating state-of-the-art apps for Apple’s broadening platform of devices for both consumers and enterprise. Apple's introduction of the new Swift programming language raises many questions. This book addresses those questions directly, and prepares developers for building the next generation of apps in Swift to surprise and delight users the world over.


	What youÂ’ll learn


	• What is Swift and how does it compare to Objective-C


	• How to become proficient in Swift by leveraging your existing Objective-C skills


	• How to take advantage of new capabilities in Swift


	• What are the emerging best practices in Swift programming


	Who this book is for


	This book reaches out to all developers who are interested in creating state-of-the-art apps for Apple’s broadening platform of devices for both consumers and enterprise. Apple's introduction of the new Swift programming language raises many questions. This book addresses those questions directly, and prepares developers for building the next generation of apps in Swift to surprise and delight users the world over.
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Introduction to Video and Image Processing: Building Real Systems and ApplicationsSpringer, 2012


	One of the first times I ever encountered video and image processing was in a

	semester project at my fourth year of studying. The aim of the project was to design

	a system that automatically located the center and size of mushrooms in an image.

	Given this information a robot should pick the mushrooms. I was intrigued by the...

		

Security+ Guide to Network Security FundamentalsCengage Learning, 2011

	Reflecting the latest developments from the information security field, best-selling Security+ Guide to Network Security Fundamentals, 4e provides the most current coverage available while thoroughly preparing readers for the CompTIA Security+ SY0-301 certification exam. Its comprehensive introduction to practical network and computer...


		

Droid X: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2011

	What gives you high-speed Internet access, runs thousands of
	apps, lets you take high-resolution photos and HD videos (and
	play them on a T V as well), gives you immediate access to information
	about all your friends, family, and contacts, handles any email
	you can throw at it, is a wizard at Facebook and other social networking...





	

RFID Essentials (Theory in Practice)O'Reilly, 2006
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is rapidly changing  the
way businesses track inventory and assets. From Wal-Mart and Tesco to  the
U.S. Department of Defense, early efforts are already showing  benefits,
but software, integration, and data processing for RFID still  present a
challenge. If you are a...


		

Advanced Principles for Improving Database Design, Systems Modeling, and Software DevelopmentMedical Information Science Reference, 2008

	Recent years have witnessed giant leaps in the strength of database technologies, creating a new level of capability to develop advanced applications that add value at unprecedented levels in all areas of information management and utilization. Parallel to this evolution is a need in the academia and industry for authoritative references to...


		

MIMO System Technology for Wireless Communications (Electrical Engineering and Applied Signal Processing)CRC Press, 2006
Use of multiple antennas at both ends of wireless links is the result of the natural progression of more than four decades of evolution of adaptive antenna technology. Recent advances have demonstrated that multipleinput-multiple-output (MIMO) wireless systems can achieve impressive increases in overall system performance. The potential to provide...
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